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Abstract
Towards a mathematical basis for direct product model factoring for
languages since TU Berlin AI languages 2014 R&D.
The fragment categories (Nourani 1996) can be addressed at several
levels: We can consider defining a correspondence to an arbitrary
infinitary language where the sets you wish to address with respect to
the new signature that are to be the structure for your language are
definable: you can call that LΣ. On TΣ we can take well-defined
inductive fragments on the LΣ language towards small complete
categories and onto creating generic functors (Nourani 1996, 2014) that cradle
the
new
model
Language topological properties were further explored and brifed on an MAA abstract
2016 with Patrik Eklund, at Sweden Umeä-. Newer areas with convergent filter spaces
are presented on this ASL brief.
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Motivations : Language Product Models

Topic areas treated here are Prime Factoring on Signature tree models as
semantics for NLP-NSM and Predictive diagrams, factorization, and explanation
for NLP-NSM. We can distinguish two types of contextual information: The
defined context and the derived context . In a defined context (e.g., a specific
application) this language can be given to the environment by a domain model.
Domain models here are coded model diagram functions. A complementary
techniques is to use semantic languages to annotate contextual information and
use reasoner that derive knowledge or facts from this annotations. Annotations
area addressed with agent signature trees to reach derived context. Here we apply
new context abstraction techniques to accomplish that. With signature tree
languages we can carry on partitions on models for a formal language that factors
to generic model diagram based functions to plan for NLP. Semantic primes are
functionly coded to abstract syntax trees to realize a morphic semantics on
signatrued trees.
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Project Goals:2014-2018
•

Prime Factoring on Signature tree models as semantics for NLP-NSM

•

Predictive diagrams, factorization, and explanation for NLP-NSM.

•

Distinguish contextual information with context abstraction and derived
context.

•

Domain models coded model diagram functions as complementary
techniques is to use semantic languages to annotate contextual
information.
New context abstraction techniques to accomplish annotated grammar
trees with signature tree Factors to generic model diagram based
functions to plan for NLP.
A universal grammar mathematical characterization with product factor
signature trees.
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Towards generic grammars
We begin briefing on a universal grammar characterization
(NLP groups announcement
2015) with applications to product language factoring
semantics. Our basic ideas, dating to 2014, are as follows:
We start with a generic grammar definition for a
context free grammar to present an algebra derived from the
grammar, then to form basic syntactic tree product free
algebras on the signature trees.
The fragment signature trees can correspond to signature
trees for any language with a context free grammar.

Language Signature Products
⚫

. Let T<> be the free tree word
algebra of signature . The quotient
of T</E>, the word algebra of
signature , with respect to the congruence relation generated by E,
will be denoted by T<,E>, or T<P>
for presentation P. T<P> is the
"initial" model of the presentation P.
The -congruence relation will be
denoted by P.

Model Embeddings
⚫

⚫

⚫

D<A,G>[M] is the set of basic [atomic and
negated atomic] sentences of the language L on
the structrure A,L [A], true in M.
Let us start from certain model-theoretic
premises with propositions 3.1 and 3.2 known
form basic model theory.
Proposition Let R and B be models for L. Then R
is isomorphically embedded in B iff B can be
expanded to a model of the diagram of R.
Proposition Let R and B be models for L. Then R
is homomrphically embedded in B iff B can be
expanded to a model of the positive diagram of R.

Product Tree Signatures
Consider Signatures 1,..., n for
L1,...,Ln, respective. We have there
1trees,..., n trees. There is a
product on L1,..,Ln that is the free
string semantics based on SNM. To
that we must assign more structure.
⚫ Let Ti be the free tree generated on
signature i, i , respective. For
the SNM factor sake let i be the ith
factor language signature.
⚫

Specific Factor Products Models
⚫

Defining a category for languages allows us to
define lifts, for example, from context. The
linguistics abstraction techniques proposed
allows us to lift from context.

⚫

With signature tree languages we can carry on
partitions on models for a formal language that
factor generic models. Let L1,.....Ln are language
fragments n ∈ω Σ1,... Σn Are the fragment natural
grammar signatures T<Σ1 >.........T<Σn> are the
free trees on the grammar signatures

Grammar Algebras
A preliminary brief on grammar algebras from (ADJ
1973: IBM Research Mathematical Sciences is
stated her to be self-contained.
Given a context-free grammar G = <T, N, P, S>
define Σ (G), the signature of G, to be the signature
with a sort n for each nonterminal n in N. an
operator for each production in P.
Specifically, if p = <A0, a0A1a1 ...Anan> is a
production in P then the corresponding operator is
p:A1x...x.An -→ A0.

Grammers Signatures
The missing information given by the strings of
terminal symbols corresponds to a Σ (G)algebra, the choice of the start symbol is just the
designation of one of its sorts.
The grammar-as-a-whole then corresponds to the
unique homomorphism
hG:TΣ (G) → Alg(G) from the initial Σ (G)-algebra to
the algebra Alg(G).

A Glimpse on Factor Signature Morphisms
⚫
Definition A factor syntax tree congruence == fS for
a factor signature is defined as follows: ti=_ tk
iff there is a homomorphic mapping h from TΣi to
Si,a valuation domain for the language fragment
Li∈ ω, such that h(ti) S== h(tk), ,where S== is a
semantic congruence on S: a semantic domains set,
e.g. an natural language parse tree set.

Signature Factor Congruences
⚫

Each fragment language signature tree T<Σi > can
be assigned a fragment semantics whereby to
each t ∈ T<Σi > the free well-formed syntax trees ti
and tj are ≡ iff there is a context free parse normal
form common to both. Let us denote that
congruence with ≡ CTF fragment L1, L2,..., Ln
Fragments n < ω, i.e. a natural number.

⚫

Proposition 2 ≡ CTF is a Σ- congruence.

⚫

Theorem 4 T<Σi >/ ≡ CTF is the initial algebra
semantics for the Li language fragment for i∈ ω.

Morphism on positive languages
⚫

Definition A formula is said to be positive iff it is
built from atomic formulas using only the
connectives &, v and the quantifiers∀, ∃.

⚫
⚫

Definition A formula φ (x1,x2,...,xn) is preserved
under homomorphisms iff for any
homomorphisms f of a model A onto a model B
and all a1,...,an in A if A |= [a1,...,an] B |=
[fa1,...,fan]. 

⚫
⚫

Theorem A consistent theory is preserved under
homorphisms iff T has a set of positive axioms.


Categories and Models Basis
⚫

Define a small-complete category L1,K from L1,K. The
category is the preorder category defined by the
subformula ordering defining the Kiesler language
fragment (Nourani 1995). Objects are small fragment sets
and arrows are defined by the preorder.

⚫

There is a two diagram terminology of course. There are
model-theoretic diagrams, let us refer to them by MDiagrams; and arrow diagrams, as in commutative
diagrams. We refer to these by A-Diagrams.
The generic diagrams are model-theoretic diagrams, the
author defined around 1980's. Thus generic diagrams are
algebraic M-diagrams.

⚫

There are three categories at play- the category L1,B, the
category Set, and the category D<A,G>. D<A,G> category is
the category for models definable with specific M-diagrams
in D<A,G>.

Sequence chain models
⚫

A chain of models is an increasing sequence of models
⚫ A0  A1  A3  A4  ...Ab b < a, whose length is an ordinal a.
The union of chains is the model A = Ab, defined as follows.
⚫

Defining -chain models, we take the union of chains to be the
model
⚫ A = Ab as follows. The universe of A is the set A =  Ab.
⚫ Each relation R of A is the union of the corresponding relations of
Ab,
⚫ R =  Rb. Similarly, each function G of A is the union of the
corresponding functions of Ab, G= Gb, a < b. The models Ab and
A all have the same constants.
⚫

⚫
⚫

An elementary chain is a chain of models A0  A1  A3  A4 
...Ab such that Ag < Ab whenever g < b < a, < is the elementary
extension relation.

Robinson on Fragments
⚫

Theorem (Robinson’s Consistency Theorem) Let L1, L2 be two
languages. Let L = L1  L2. Suppose T is a complete theory in L
and T1  T, T2  T are consistent in L1, L2, respectively. Then T1
 T2 is consistent in the language L1  L2.

⚫

We want to define functorial models piecemeal from language
fragments by an infinite limit. There are two ways to view it .

A- Take L1, B language fragments, define -chain models, and
back and forth to a limit diagram model.
⚫ B- Define models for the Fi from elementary diagrams, i.e
⚫ define a limit model by embedding from a D<A,G> model.
⚫

⚫
⚫

What complete theory can we fall onto? It has to be the theory
Th(F), where F is the generic model functor, i.e.
⚫
Op
⚫ Th (F: L 1, B → Set).

Fargment Consistent Models
⚫

OP

A functor F: Lw1,K →Set can be defined by sets Fi, where the
Fi’s are defining a free structure on some subfragment of
Lw1,k To be specific we can define the subfragment models
A(Fi) straight from the w-inductive definition of the Infinitary
fragment. F0 assigns names to the Set members, for example.
F1 can define 1-place functions and relations, so on and so
forth.
Taking the language fragments and the Robinson’s
consistency theorem define Functorial Limit Chain models as
follows. We shall refer to it by FLC-models.
Theorem There is an elementary chain FLC model for L, where
L is Lw1K.

n-Types Language Realizability
Given a theory T and a nonnegative integer n, let n(T) be the
set of all signature (φ) ⊆ signature (T).
Say that Y⊆ n(T) is consistent over T if there exist A s.t. A╞ T
and a1, ..., an ∈|A| such that A ╞ φ(a1, ..., an) for all φ∈Y.
Note that by compactness, if each finite subset of is
consistent over T then so is. formulas φ(x ,..., x ) with no free
variables other than x1,..., xn, such that sig8 1n A realization of
⊆ n (T) is an n-tuple a1, ..., an ∈ |A|, A s.t. A╞ T, and A ╞ φ(a1,
..., an) for all φ ∈ .
We then say that is realized in the model A. We say that ψ ∈ n
(T) is a logical consequence of Y ⊆ n (T) over T if every
realization of Y is a realization of ψ.

More on n-types and completions
Definition An n-type over T is a set p ⊆
n(T) which is consistent over T and
closed under logical consequence
over T.
Definition An ntype p over T is said to
be complete if, for all φ ∈ n(T) either φ
∈ p or ¬φ ∈ p. The set of all complete ntypes over T is de8 noted n(T).

Infinite Language Categories: Nourani 1994-1997:ASL SF
and ECCT, Tours, France
We take the Op category formed by L1,B. Present a functor to take the

⚫Syntax Logische der Sprache from this category to the category Set,

creating a limit corresponding to a model for the language defined from the
syntax.te category. []

Op
A functor F: L1,B → Set is defined by a list of sets Mn and functions
fn. We refer to F by the generic model functor since it defines a generic
model from language strings.
The functor F is a list of sets Mn corresponding to a free structure on
L1,B. The functions fn : Fn+1 → Fn. A generic model is defined by the
limit on F.

Categorical Basis:
⚫

Nourani 2015

Proposition There is a small
complete category on the infinitary
language fragments definable with
the Σ i's based on the direct product
on T Σ i' s.

⚫

⚫

Theorem There is a generic functor
on the category the omitting n-types
realizing a direct product model.

Filters and Neighbourhoods
⚫ Let X be a topological space and x a point of X.
Take Nx to be the neighbourhood filter at point x for
X. This means that Nx is the set of all topological
neighbourhoods of the point x. Can prove that
Nx is a filter.
⚫

A neighbourhood system is another name for a
neighbourhood filter. To say that N is a
neighbourhood base at x for X means that for all V0 ∈
Nx, there exists a N0 ∈ N such that N0 ⊆ V0. Note
that every neighbourhood base is a filter base

Converget Filter Bases
⚫

⚫

Let X be a topological space and x a
point of X. To say that filter base B
converges to x, denoted B → x,
means that for every neighbourhood
U of x, there is a B0 ∈ B such that B0
⊆ U. In this case, x is called a limit of
B and B is called a convergent filter
base. For every neighbourhood base
N of x, N → x.

Filtered Categories
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

In category theory, filtered categories generalize
the notion of directed set understood as a
category (hence called a directed category; while
some use directed category as a synonym for a
filtered category).
A category J is filtered when
.
it is not empty,
.
for every two objects j and j’ in J there exists
an object k and two arrows
f: j → k and f’: j →k in J,
.
for every two parallel arrows u,v: : i → j in J,
there exists an object k and an arrow w: j →k
such that wu = wv.

Towards convergent space filters
⚫

Newer applications to filer monads on-types
were previewed at MAA (Nourani-Eklund
2015) towards a forthcoming volume on the
areas.
⚫ A preliminary on topological filters is as
follows:
Theorem 2 The category based on L ω1,K
fragments and preorder morphisms is a
convergent space category.

Abstract Lingustics and Universal Grammars
⚫

Our briefing concludes on a universal grammar
characterization (TU Berlin NLP groups annoucment 2015)
with applications to product language factoring semantics.
Our basic ideas, dating to 2014, are as follows: we start with
a generic grammar definition for a context free grammar to
present an algebra derived from the grammar, then to form
basic syntactic tree product free algebras on the signature
trees.
The fragment signature trees can correspond to signature
trees for any language with a context free grammar.
Thereby, we can have semantics assigned for arbitrary
languages. The NLP fragment syntax trees can be “pulled
back” to a universal grammar signature tree product
models for computational chracterizations. The
mathematical specifics are on technical memos (2014-2018)
TU Berlin AI.

More notes on grammar signatures
if s S is the start symbol for G then the image of (TΣ(G))s under
the homomorphism hG is exactly the set, L(G), i.e., the context
free language generated by G.
In terms more familiar to computer scientists, a Σ (G)-term, t, is
the abstract syntax of the string hG (t) which, in turn, is a
concrete syntax for t.
For each n N let Alg(G)n = T*, the set of all strings on the set T
of terminal symbols from G.
For each p P, if p = <A0, a0A1a1...Anan>, then let
pAlg(G):(T*)n -→ T* such that, for all <t1,...,tn> (T*)n , we have
pAlg(G) (t1,...,tn ) = a0t1a1...tn an the concatenation of the
strings in the indicated order.
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